
After Action Report – Bon Jour Moncourt 
A Micro Melee Scenario 

 

This AAR covers a 3 May 2014 playtest game of the second Micro Melee Boot Camp scenario entitled 

“Bon Jour Moncourt,” which introduces players to Micro Melee’s armored vehicle system.  Ben played the 

defending American forces, Roger and Stan the Germans, and Steve GM’d.  The main text of the AAR 

below was drafted by Roger, who commanded the German recon element and 1
st
 Panther Platoon.  

Steve provided the italicized portions to introduce the scenario and provide additional context, and Ben 

and Steve provided the photos and maps, which Steve inserted and captioned. We hope you enjoy it. 

 

 
The Terrain Board (north at top of photo) 

 

“Bon Jour Moncourt” covers one of the opening engagements of the 19 September 1944 Battle of 

Arracourt between a light tank platoon of the US 4
th
 Armored Division out-posting the French village of 

Moncourt and two platoons of Panthers and an armored car section of the German 113
th 

Panzer Brigade.  

The US side receives a two-gun section of tank destroyers as reinforcements.  This action was fought 

shortly after sun rise in a dense fog.  The US platoon must determine the direction of the German 

advance and attempt to delay it if possible to allow other CCA elements time to close with the enemy.  

The German panzer force needs to brush back the small US force and exit the board to the northwest as 

part of the 113
th
 Brigade’s drive to Campaneau to relieve the beleaguered 553

rd
 Volksgrenadier Division. 

 

To win, the Germans need to exit six of their eight Panthers off the board from the dirt roads at the west 

and/or north board edge(s); failure to do so results in an American victory. 
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Roger’s Narrative 

 

German entry was split with 1 platoon on each road and the SdKfz-222 Section (2 cars) led off on the 

southern road entry point driving straight for the western road entry to screen the Panther advance.  The 

fog and movement negated the opportunity to perform detailed observations.  The other Panther platoon 

started up the eastern entry road at the best road speed allowed by the fog.  The Panthers engines and 

tracks alerted the American Stuarts to the approaching tanks. 

 

        
2

nd
 Panther Platoon Reaches Main Road                                  1

st
 Panther Platoon Approaches Village 
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The German plan was to give the town the widest berth possible and guide on the road and hedge 

features to maintain orientation.  Most of the time the Germans stayed off the roads as they provided 

known approach paths that could easily be covered by fire or mined.  The platoon on the eastern side 

employed the road to the “T” intersection then cross-country to the hedge.  The southern platoon and 

scout cars avoided the roads once they entered the board. 

 

       
AC 2 Spots Minefield; Stuart 4 ID’s AC1                                   AC 2 Destroyed by Stuarts 4 and 3 

 

Movement during the first 5 action phases allowed the section leader of the SdKfz-222 cars to reach the 

Western entry point at the start of Turn 2.  By luck the American TDs rolled to enter on the western road 

at the start of Turn 2.  Enroute to the buildings near the western entry the lead car notice something at the 

intersection of the gravel and paved roads (hastily laid mines).  Suspecting an overwatch unit in the area, 

the car elected to race for a blocking position at the buildings near the western entry point.  The following 

car drew fire from the overwatch Stuart and another Stuart in a hidden site.  Caught in the cross fire of 

machinegun and 37mm fire it did not survive and was the first casualty of the game.   

 

      
AC 1 in Position Near Western Exit Point                             AC 1’s 20mm Destroys First Hellcat 

 

Setting up near the western entry the lead SdKfz-222 immediately spotted an approaching M-18 TD (with 

a fire zone down the road), quickly firing the 20mm at full auto, scored hits with all 3 bursts connecting 

with 6 rounds.  The TD fired it 76mm main gun missing the scout car.  The scout car rounds destroyed the 

TD.  The erupting fireball revealed another vehicle behind on the road.  The scout car was spotted by 

both TDs, but only the first TD fired.   
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German Recon and US TD Sections Are Destroyed 

 

The next action phase, the scout car and the TD were at point blank range with the TD turning left to pass 

the buildings and to block fire from the scout car, as it passed it fired the 50 cal at the car.  For its part, the 

scout car spotted the TD in its fire zone and immediately fired its 20mm raking the TD.  Both scored hits 

and provide the 3
rd

 and 4
th
 kills of the game.  For the loss of 2 scout cars, the American heavy hitting TDs 

were taken out.  Three of the 4 kills were at Point Blank range and the other (the following scout car) was 

at Short Range. 

 

      
2

nd
 Panther Platoon Turns Westward                                          Stuart 5 ID’s Panther in Fog, Shot Misses 

 

To the east the 2
nd

 platoon of Panthers proceeding cautiously (doing lots of looking) reached the hedge 

and turned west toward the exit road.  At this point they came under fire from the center of town.  Several 

action phases of exchanging fire without results until one of the Stuarts attempted to flank the Panthers 

on the paved road.   
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Panther Tracks Stuart 5 as it Moves to Flank 2

nd
 Panther Platoon and Kills it with a 75mm Shot in Flank 

 

One of the Panthers (turned slightly to fire into the town) was just able to rotate its turret enough to 

destroy it.  The 2
nd

 platoon of Panthers oriented on the town and searched for more targets and fired 

smoke at a possible location to obscure vision even in the heavy fog.   

 

      
2

nd
 Panther Platoon Fires Smoke Screen                               Stuart 1 Waits to Ambush Panther Advance  

 

The engagements on the east were at Short Range, again because of the fog, and even lots of 

observations or firing activity did not ensure spotting the enemy. 
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Stuarts 3 and 4 US HE and MGs To Kill Commander      Stuart 2 Races Thru Town To Approach Rear of Panthers 

 

1st Platoon of the Panthers off to a slow start followed the scout cars west.  Nearing the high terrain south 

of town forced the platoon to split into two sections to go around the hillock.  At that time 2 Stuarts (the 

same two Stuarts that took out the scout car earlier) fired on a Panther emerging from between the hedge 

and the hillock.  Using HE fire they killed the Panther commander and caused the crew to abandon the 

vehicle.  The trailing tank between the town and the hillock started taking fire from the town, a round 

penetrated the turret, killing the commander and reducing the TQR to Green.  The Stuart getting the hit 

moved out of town and into extremely close range as the hit Panther did not move.  The trailing Stuart 

fired every possible weapon AND MISSED – must have been the adrenaline!   

 

 
Stuart 2 Fires at and Misses Panther 4 at Point Blank Range 

 

The hit Panther whose turret was already oriented 90 degrees right toward town continued to rotate to the 

rear.  At the same time the Stuart covering the minefield made a run across the Panther formation to the 
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north to assist the rest of the platoon in town.  The only Panther able to fire at it missed, while the platoon 

commander was directing his wingman, the lucky Panther, to keep moving.  Another Stuart at the 

northwest corner of town and the still unspotted Stuart (2 engagements and not spotted in the fog) fired at 

the second Panther emerging from the hedge and hillock gap, hitting with a flank shot and penetrated the 

lower hull and brewed up the Panther [2 Panthers down].  The trailing Stuart finally penetrated the rear of 

the closest Panther (now Green) destroying the engine.  That was the third Panther and the Germans 

could only afford to lose 2 (destruction or immobilization). 

 

 
End Game – US Victory with 3 Panthers Unable to Exit Board (2 abandoned by crews, 1 engine on fire) 

 

Lessons Learned: 

1. Keep the 2 platoons of Panthers together, with the Stuarts spread out to cover the two possible 

exit points, the 2 platoons would be able to overwhelm any opposition. 

a. Keep the platoons together for supporting fires. 

b. Allow the scout cars to screen and head for the opposite exit road at full speed. 

2. The SdKfz-222 scouts are an effective counter to the American M-18 TD if you can get them 

close.  In this case speed and luck stopped the TDs almost before they got on the board. 

3. Placement of the minefield at the exit/entry roads or other restricted areas (not necessarily on a 

road) can make them effective. 

a. Exit placement is tricky as it is also the entry point for the M-18 TDs. 

4. In the fog, fire zones may be critical, especially for the Stuarts, to allow units to fire on opposing 

forces that “pop” into view 

5. Establish a set distance that will allow shooting or remove the opportunity to fire [used 60 cm] 

6. Once the shooting starts button up, the use of HE or MG fire is very effective vice TCs. 

7. Flanking or getting behind a moving force makes inferior firepower effective 
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8. Use all the weapons that can be brought to bear. 

9. Germans avoid the town and roads. 

10. Speed negates the ability to effectively spot 

11. Keeping the formation moving is difficult in a multiple TQR force. 

12. When moving in fog, designate turret facing to cover all aspects. 

a. If possible establish fire zones for the turret/weapon facing while moving in fog. 

 

 

The game ended in a hard-fought American victory – despite losing the two Hellcats early the M5A1 

Stuart platoon managed to squeak out a win by using the Stuart’s speed and the cover of the fog to 

maneuver into flank and rear attack positions on the slower Panthers as well as machine-gun and 37mm 

HE fire to inflict casualties among the unbuttoned and exposed German crew members causing the 

survivors to abandon their tanks.  

 

 
Another view of the board looking westward from the east edge 

 


